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Abstract
In many virtual reality (VR) applications, achieving natural interaction with virtual objects remains a key challenge. In

this paper, we present a virtual grasping feedback method based on a whole-hand model avatar in a virtual environment

using a two-finger haptic device. To provide engaging visual feedback, we propose a method of rigging a virtual whole

hand model of five fingers from two input positions of the gripper, as well as a strategy for determining proxy points

adapted to various shapes of the objects in contact. To provide plausible haptic feedback, we investigate virtual force act-

ing on the user’s fingers by proposing a dynamic model that includes the main factors influencing grasping force based

on the study of the actual grip. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method by conducting experiments

where a user grabs three different shapes of a container to pour the liquid out of the container. Depending on the contact

positions of thumb and index fingers of the user, the five-finger avatar hand poses an intuitive configuration concerning

the shape of the container. The computed force feedback helps the user to successfully manipulate the container in lifting

and tilting actions.

Category: Human-Computer Interaction

Keywords: Haptics; Virtual reality; Human-computer interaction

I. INTRODUCTION

The immersive experience is one of the key aspects of

a successful virtual reality (VR). While the visual fidelity

of the scene is no longer a major issue these days, there

remain many challenges in the interaction with the virtual

environment in intuitive and natural manners. Focusing

on virtual grasping, as we touch, hold, and move the

objects using our hands, first of all, it is desirable to have

a hand-shaped object rather than an abstract pointer as an

avatar for interacting with a virtual object. It would be

even better if the avatar is appropriately articulated

according to the user's input. The recent development in

bare hand motion tracking from leap motion brings

visualization of articulated hand model controls in VR

applications. However, it lacks haptic feedback which

can greatly improve the sense of immersion.

People appropriately control the applied forces of

grasping upon manipulating an object while several

external forces change according to the state of the

gripped object. For example, the grasping force varies not

only with the mass of the object but also with the center

of mass, the tilted angle, and the texture. Even in a virtual

system, if the force feedback from an input device, which

is simply used to deliver the weight of an object or the

sense of a collision, reflects these external factors
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properly, the feedback could make the users adjust the

grasping force.

A haptic device like a gripper can provide both the

ways to manipulate the virtual hand and haptic feedback

to users. Unfortunately, due to the limitation of the degrees

of freedom for most of the input devices, only one or two

points are tracked from the device and the numbers of

tracked points are too few to control the dexterous parts

of a whole hand model. Most of the previous studies have

focused on increasing the degrees of freedom of input

devices by solving inverse kinematics or estimating the

rest of the points after matching the input positions to

certain points. On the other hand, we control a whole

hand model using two input points from a two-finger

haptic interface, gripper, by pre-defining essential joints

following a human hand bone model. We identify each

joint location as a contact point for collision detection.

We have developed a method for manipulating the

hand model from two input positions in which the inputs

are mapped to the major tracing points, thumb and index

fingertip, and the movements of the rest of the points are

derived based on the predefined trajectories. In this way,

even though a user operates a haptic device with a limited

degree of freedom, he/she can engage with the virtual

world similarly to the operation of the dexterous avatar

hand.

Haptic rendering in the virtual world comprises collision

detection and force computation. The feedback force is

usually computed by the penetration depth and virtual

coupling is applied for stable interaction. However, when

a user picks up an object, there are two stages to

consider—first is in contact and the second is in lifting

while holding the object. We are required to explore the

appropriate force to be given in each situation. We have

measured the input forces from the device as well as the

computed feedback force while interacting with the

virtual object to investigate how the user accommodates

the grasping force in effect. In this paper, using a haptic

device, we introduce a method to provide feedback on a

force that changes continuously according to the state of

the grasp and the object to be grasped. Our main

contributions are: (1) we present the whole hand rigging

method for grabbing an object based on only two tracked

fingertips and (2) we study the influence of base force

feedback for a virtual object based on the object’s state

and the manipulation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

After reviewing the related work in Section II, we present

our method for rigging a whole hand model and generating

the plausible grasps and we introduce haptic rendering to

accommodate the force feedback. Section IV describes

our experiments on allowing users to grasp various objects

and the outcomes. Subsequently, we provide conclusion

in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been several studies dealing with the motion

of the whole hand given a reduced set on input. While the

finger motions are reconstructed with inverse kinematics

[1], techniques are also applied in motion tracking [2].

Use of the depth or RGB cameras are the mainstream

methods. As hand tracking and segmentation can be

performed in real-time with high accuracy [3, 4], methods

for generating plausible grip motion have been proposed

based on physics-based control [5, 6]. In addition, methods

of localizing and regressing joints [7] or labeling motion

capture data from multiple cameras [8] based on a

convolutional neural network have been presented to

resolve the occlusion. There are also growing interests in

hand interaction with the recent technological development,

and reported data [9] provides a way to use real-life

hands to directly interact in augmented reality. In virtual

hand-object interaction, the interpenetration problem is

also an issue, and study by [10] proposes visual cues of

grasping in virtual environment. However, these methods

have a fundamental limitation where they can only provide

visual feedback.

Wearable devices have also been utilized for inputs

because sensors attached to each finger joint can be

matched with the degrees of freedom of a human hand

model. Several studies have used standard devices such

as dataGlove or CyberGlove to measure the movement of

the finger joints and map it to a virtual system [11, 12].

Unfortunately, real hand movements are limited and

uncomfortable. A few studies proposed the methods to

match the insufficient input positions from a device to a

whole hand model by estimating the rest of the points.

For example, two points tracked from a device are

mapped to the major points of the hand model, and the

positions of the other points are determined by kinematic

constraints [13], or grasp samples from a few primitive

objects are additionally used to generate several possible

hand poses [14]. Although they show natural grasps for a

few objects, their grip types are restricted and only simple

force feedback is provided based on collision. 

Experiments identifying the differences between virtual

and real object grasps have been conducted to provide

guidelines for constructing a virtual system in which

various grips are used. They analyzed the effect of object

features or tasks such as object transport to grip aperture,

path, and velocity [15, 16]. But there was no comparison

of the grasping force, which is crucial to deliver the sense

of the grip. To the best of our knowledge, there exist no

literature dealing with a virtual system where the force from

a device is adapted according to the user’s manipulation

of the grasped object, or a study on the influence of such

force feedback on the grasping force.
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III. METHOD

A. Rigging a Virtual Hand

To freely manipulate a virtual hand, we need a model

capable of moving each finger comprehensively. Therefore,

we first define the reference hand model based on a

human hand skeleton (Fig. 1(a)). We select the essential

joints in a human phalanx structure and positioning

contact points at each joint location. The model is defined

by selecting the essential joints in a human phalanx

structure and connecting them to the appropriate length.

Typically, 24 joints are selected and contact points are

positioned at each joint location. The length between

each contact point is defined by the average length and

ratio of hand segments measured from adults having no

developmental abnormalities [17]. The lengths are

appropriately scaled to match with other objects in the

experiments.

Because the degrees of freedom of the gripper device

are insufficient compared to the hand model, it is important

to map the input points to the model. Since we are using a

two-finger haptic interface, we matched two tracked

points from the gripper interface to the tip points of the

thumb and index finger. For the inner points of the

thumb, we defined the trajectory to the direction of the

thumb abduction movement and for the inner points of

the index finger, we chose another trajectory to the

direction of the inner palm (Fig. 2). Green points in

Fig. 1(b) are moving along with index finger points since

we target the grasp type so that the middle, ring, and little

fingers move along with the index finger. All points

Fig. 1. (a) The contact point is defined at a joint position based on phalanx structure. (b) Depending on a target grasp type, each contact
point of the dependent fingers is matched to the contact point of the index finger.

Fig. 2. Each contact point of the index finger is rotated along the trajectory at a certain angle according to the value of the input device.
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rotate based on the trajectory according to the varying

degrees of the gripper, and the rotation angle for each

point was adjusted to resemble the plausible movement

of a human hand.

B. Generating a Plausible Grasp

The contact points must determine whether they

collide with the graspable virtual objects to prevent visual

penetration. Upon determining a point of collision, the

collision force is computed and a proxy is created on the

surface of the object [18]. When parts of the rigged hand

model are inside the object, corresponding collision

points that are inside the object are moved to the proxy

position on the surface of the object to prevent visual

penetration (Fig. 3). When users grasp an object, there

can be several different grasp shape because users can

grasp the object anywhere, in any direction, and at any

angle they want. The virtual hand rigging method from

the previous section is not enough since it only rigs the

hand to a certain position. Therefore, we need a method

to move non-contact points to an appropriate position on

the surface of the object. When grasping occurs after the

tip points of the thumb and index finger collide with an

object, the rotational direction from the tip of the index

finger to the tip of the thumb is calculated. Subsequently,

using the direction between the other fingers as the axis,

the non-contact points of the middle, ring, and little

finger are projected to the surface of the object in the

range of the maximum angle, and the possibility of

collision is checked. Then, if there is a possibility of

collision, those non-contact points will move to the

appropriate position on the surface of the object (Fig. 4).

C. Pendulum-based Haptic Rendering

People continuously adjust their grasping force when

manipulating a grasped object. This force can vary to the

grip location, and even if the objects are tilted with the

same angle, more force is required to control the object as

the center of mass is lower. Thus, the main forces

affecting the real grip and the factors influencing these

forces have been covered in many studies where the

number of fingers used are two (thumb and index finger)

[19-21] or five [22-24].

After considering not only grasping, but also subsequent

control such as lifting, tilting, and holding of the grasped

object, we selected a normal force and a tangential torque as

the major elements to change the grasping force (the right

image in Fig. 5). Then, the center of mass (CoM), the tilted

Fig. 3. Before (left) and after (right) applying a virtual proxy
generation method. Parts of the rigged hand model corresponding
to the collision points are moved to the proxy position to prevent
visual penetration.

Fig. 4. (a) The positions of the contacted and non-contacted points with the grasped object are shown. (b) The direction of projection is
calculated from the tip point of the thumb to the tip point of the index finger, and (c) the additional collision to the non-contact points is
determined.

Fig. 5. Each element to calculate the tangential torque (left) is
displays with the selected force and torque (right). Also, the
direction of force feedback and grasping force at the gripper
interface are represented.
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angle (θ) and the grip location were selected as the factors

affecting the force and torque (the image on the left in

Fig. 5).

A compound pendulum equation of motion (1) is used

as a basis for the haptic rendering because the tangential

torque (τ) changes according to the position of CoM, the

grip location, and the tilted angle of the grasped object.

mobj is the object mass, g is the gravitational acceleration,

and Lpivot is the distance from the CoM to the middle

points of the tips of the thumb and index finger. θ is the

displacement angle of the object based on the angle at the

moment of grasp.

(1)

Based on the formulation, τ is the maximum when the

object is tilted 90o, but it must be converted to the normal

force in order to provide the feedback force to the users

using a force type that the input device can generate. 

However, since a converted force from τ is not strong

when the object is not tilted significantly, we need a base

force feedback (Fbase) to give the feeling of grasp

regardless of the object’s state. Thus, τ was linearly

converted in a range of normal force starting from Fbase.

The range of normal force (Frange) was set differently for

each object to observe the change in the user’s grasping

force according to different force feedback.

The appropriate values for Fbase and Frange were chosen

by conducting the preliminary experiments to prevent

users from applying excessive force on the fingers as well

as from feeling too strong a force feedback.

To minimize any fatigue on fingers, we also added a

force that changed by the difference in the gripper

between the moment of grasp and the present.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted a series of experiments to verify how

successfully our method creates a plausible grasp and

achieves effective haptic rendering. We provided three

different shapes of beakers: a cylindrical shape (left,

Beaker1), a spherical bottom (middle, Beaker2), and a

conical bottom shape (right, Beaker3) in Fig. 6. Two

guidance points were defined on the surface of each

beaker but only one point was displayed at each task to

indicate where to grasp. However, the point was only

visual guidance, so the beakers could be grasped

anywhere. In addition, the CoM of each beaker was set to

a distinct position to deliver different force feedback by

grip location and subsequent manipulation. A simulation

was designed to let a user grasp and manipulate a variety

of objects multiple times. It was configured as follows: in

a tutorial, a user learns how to control the rigged hand

using an input device by grasping an empty beaker and

move to the desired destination. After finishing the

tutorial, the user grasps a beaker and moves it to the

destination. After completing this task, the user tilts the

beakers to pour a certain amount of two fluids into a

target container. A mixing board displays the current and

the target amounts of each fluid so that the user can

determine which beaker to use and how much fluid to

pour. If the user does not maintain the degree of the

gripper within a certain range, the grasped beaker slips

and returns to its original position. After the tutorial,

various shapes of beakers are provided, and the same

work as in the tutorial should be done for all the beakers.

In the experiment, a stable base force and the range of

normal force were applied to the model and the variation

in the user’s grasping force was measured from seventeen

participants (11 males and 6 females). We obtained a total

of 72 grasps with 22, 32, and 18 grasps for each beaker.

We also measured contact points of fingers to object to

verify the hand rigging model.

The simulation was based on the Unity game engine

(2018.2.8f1) and ran on a laptop (Intel Core i7-7700k, 8

CPU, 16 GB RAM, Geforce GTX 1080). The omega.7

was used as the input device and the users were instructed

to insert the thumb and index finger of the right hand into

the gripper interface.

V. RESULTS

A. Rigging the Virtual Hand

1) Finger Adaptation

Fig. 7 showcases several snapshots of the grasping results

generated by the proposed rigging method described in

τ mobj*g*Lpivot* θ( )sin=

Fig. 6. A simulation overview (left) and the properties of each object (right).
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Section III-B. Note that the users have only used two

fingers on the gripper device for all cases. While there are

variations in grasp visualized by the hand avatar, they do

not have any visual penetration and grasps resembling

real-life grasping. Also, they have slightly different

configurations of the fingers in each variant grip. For

example, the number of fingers in contact with the beaker

is 2, 3, and 5 in Fig. 7(a), (b) and (c), respectively. We

investigated if the number of fingers in contact depends

on the position of the reference point relative to the shape

of the object in hand.

Each finger is identified as “used” when at least one of

the contact points in the finger is used to grasp the object.

Because the number of measured data for each beaker

was not sufficient to assume normality, the Shapiro-Wilk

test was performed to determine the degree of normality.

As a result, Beaker1 and Beaker2 were found to have

normality (p < 0.05). Pearson correlation between the

number of used-fingers and the distance from the

reference point was calculated. A negative coefficient

indicates that more fingers are used as the user grasped

location closer to the reference point, and we can say that

it is significant if it has a negative coefficient. Beaker2

and Beaker3 were found to be significant with r = -0.222

and r = -0.133, respectively. But Beaker1 was not found

to be significant (r = 0.063) (all with p < 0.001). We see

that it is reasonable given that the shapes of both Beaker2

and Beaker3 are convex towards the bottom. We also

compute the point biserial correlation coefficient (rpb) to

determine specifically which finger has affected the

number of used-fingers. Again, the negative coefficient

means the finger is used more frequently, as the grasping

location is closer to the reference point. Because the

contact of both tips of thumb and index finger is the

success condition of the grasp, only the other three

fingers are examined. As a result, in the case of Beaker2,

the ring finger (rpb = -0.346) and pinky (rpb = -0.475) are

found to be the main factors influencing the number

rather than the middle finger (rpb = -0.095). For Beaker3,

only the pinky has a significant relationship (rpb = -0.181).

For both Beaker2 and Beaker3, which have a significant

relationship between the number of used-fingers and

grasp position, the correlation between the number of

contact points and the grasp position were also analyzed.

There was no relationship to Beaker2 (r = -0.006), but

Beaker3 showed a correlation (r = -0.307) (all with

p < 0.001). Based on the results, we conclude that,

depending on the surface shape of the object, the fingers

used for the grasp as well as the number of points in

contact could be different.

2) Contact Occurrence at Joint Points

To analyze how the object shape affects each contact

point, various contact occurrences at points depending on

the grasped location are compared. When the point biserial

correlation coefficient is calculated, half of the contact

points show meaningful results with all types of beakers

(Table 1). Not all contact points need a correlation with

the grasping position because the contact points are

changed according to the types of grasp. Each correlation

is calculated based on the relative position to the reference

point and whether the contact has occurred. Correlated

contact points show negative values in most cases,

indicating that the occurrence of contact is increased

when grasping occur near the bottom of Beaker2 and

Beaker3. The correlations also occur in the contact points

of the entire fingers, not in some of the fingers. There are,

however, a few exceptional points to Beaker1. In the case

Fig. 7. The variation of contact points depending on the grasp
location. When the upper part of Beaker3 is grasped, only the
thumb and index finger are used to grasp (a). Other types of
grasp may appear at a similar location, so the middle finger is
also used to grasp (b). When the middle or lower part are
grasped, all the fingers are used most of the cases (c).

Table 1. The contact relationship of the joint points according to
the grasp position

Joint point Beaker1 Beaker2 Beaker3

Thumb MCP - SN SN

Finger DIP SN - VSN

Finger PIP SN SN VSN

Finger MCP VSN SN -

Middle tip P - VSN

Middle DIP - - VSN

Middle PIP SN SN SN

Middle MCP - SN -

Ring tip VSN - -

Pinky DIP - - SN

Pinky PIP VSP - -

Pinky MCP SP - -

MCP: metacarpophalangeal joint, DIP: distal interphalangeal joint, PIP:

proximal interphalangeal joint, N: negative, SN, strongly negative,

VSN: very strongly negative, P: positive, SP: strongly positive, VSP:

very strongly positive.
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of Middle tip, the relationship may have occurred

because most of the non-contact point projection method

is applied to it. We confirm that for some joint points, the

surface of the object can affect the contact ratio.

3) Non-contact Point Projection

We analyzed the effect of the non-contact point

projection method on each point for evaluation of the

proposed method. The method happened at 15 of the 74

grasps, approximately 20.27% and the rates of occurrence

per beaker are as follows: 30.43% for Beaker1, 18.75%

for Beaker2, and 11.11% for Beaker3. If the surface of

the object is flat, the object is mostly obliquely grasped,

so the technique would be most applied to Beaker1.

When the role of each additional contact point was

examined, 52.38% of the additional points were used for

the original purpose of the technique which contacts the

tip point of a finger when the only the inner points are

contacted. And 33.33% of points have increased the

number of used fingers and 14.29% of points were used

to contact the inner joint points. Thus, the non-contact

point projection method mostly satisfied its purpose.

B. Plausible Haptic Feedback

1) Stable Force Feedback

An appropriate force feedback should be used so that

the users do not fail to grasp when instant force feedback

(Fbase) is generated and increased according to Frange. Thus,

a two-step experiment was conducted to find suitable

values, and in the first step, only Fbase was applied to

several objects with different values. Then, the distinct

Frange was added in the second step to make the force

feedback change when the user tilted the grasped object,

but this time, Frange was not changed by the grip location.

The combination types of Fbase and Frange were randomly

applied to the objects (Table 2).

Because two or three times of grasp were sufficient for

each beaker to perform the task, if users made too many

attempts on each beaker in the first step, we concluded

that Fbase was too strong to maintain the degree of the

gripper. Although the users had an acceptable number of

grasps for forces less than 1.2 N, 5 of the 10 users could

not maintain grasp above that force. In addition, the

number of failed users for 1.6 N and 2.2 N was also high,

Table 2. The number of users whose grips fail frequently when
Fbase is fixed and changed (Frange)

Number of users with 

frequent grip failure

Fbase

0 0/10

0.4 0/10

0.8 0/10

1.2 5/10

1.6 3/10

2.2 5/10

The range of force (N) (Frange)

0–2 (2) 0/10

0.4–2.4 (2) 1/10

0.8–3.8 (3) 1/10

0.8–4.8 (4) 1/10

1.2–4.2 (3) 1/10

1.2–5.2 (4) 2/10

1.6–4.6 (3) 4/10

1.6–5.6 (4) 4/10

2.2–4.2 (2) 4/10

Fig. 8. Graphs of changing forces and the tilted angle of the grasped object. The grasping force of a user (c) was calculated based on the
force feedback from a device (a) and the tilted angle, which means a normal force (b). Each of them was divided into four states: lift, tilt,
maintain, and open, and the variation of grasping force showed a variety of types in each state like Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3.
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3 and 5, respectively. The reason for not showing a linear

increase of failure might have been that users were

accustomed to strong forces because Fbase was assigned in

the arbitrary order. Thus, we concluded that it was

desirable to set Fbase lower than 1.2 N.

When Frange was applied to objects, the grasp could also

fail because the force changed suddenly as the object

tilted. Three combinations of Fbase and Frange with high

failure ratios were found, but they showed that the effect

of Fbase was greater than Frange (Table 2). That is, unless

users failed to grasp by the force of the grasping moment,

the changing force had no significant effect on the failure.

2) Grasping Force Variation

A total of 72 grasping forces were analyzed based on

the change in force feedback. When a user manipulated

the grasped beaker, the total force feedback and the tilted

angle of the object were measured. Therefore, the

grasping force was calculated from the total force and the

increased normal force, and the variation was divided

into four states (Fig. 8). The first state is from the

moment of grasping to the lift of the object where Fbase

mainly affects the grasping force. Then, we examined the

second state where the grasping force was adjusted

according to the increasing normal force when the object

is tilted. The third state was to maintain the tilted angle,

and the object was let go at the last state, which is called

the open state as the user opens his/her fingers to make

the object slip out. We did not analyze the open state

because the object was set back to its original position

when the gripper was sufficiently loosened.

a) Response to instant force feedback: Because the

gripper was tightened immediately to the maximum when

the force feedback was not provided, we assumed that

when a user grasps a virtual object, some amount of force

is used in a way similar to an actual object. When the user

grasps the object, Fbase is applied to the direction of

extending the fingers of the gripper interface. Therefore,

the degree of the gripper is loosened at the moment of

grasp, but in most cases, it was stabilized quickly by the

user adjusting the grasping force. Among the 71 data

items, the response time to Fbase was 0.106±0.095 seconds

(n=60). In the six exception cases, the degree of the

gripper was not immediately stabilized, but it oscillated

or loosened to a large extent. Three cases where the

object began to tilt at the moment of the grasping were

not used in the analysis.

When we analyzed the variation in the grasping force,

the users stopped tightening the gripper until their force

reached 3.76±0.08 N and the shape of the beaker did not

affect the grip force (p > 0.5). Thus, we demonstrated

that the user could maintain the grasp of the object by a

stable response to immediate force feedback with a

certain grasping force.

b) Force types with tilting of the object: When a user

tilted a object, the force feedback increased by normal

force and the grasping force also increased in 62 out of 71

data items to prevent the gripper from releasing more than

a certain amount. This means that the users maintained a

gap between the fingers as the force acting on the

fingertips increased. Although the condition of failure of

the virtual grasp was not given, it was controlled based

on actual experience.

Nine cases out of 71 were excluded because the object

was not rotated sufficiently (30°) or the gripper was

continuously loosened after grasping.

The data were classified into four groups according to

the change in grasping force compared with the normal

force, and a change of less than 0.1 N was regarded the

same as an increase: the grasping force varied close to the

increase of the normal force (G1), higher (G2), lower

(G3), or changed in a more complex way (G4) (Fig. 9).

We analyzed G1–G3 groups where the object was tilted

for a sufficient time at 3.647±1.392 seconds (min=1.340

seconds).

The effect of varying the force feedback by the normal

force on the grasping force was investigated. The

ANOVA showed a significant difference in the beaker

type (p < 0.001), and there was a negative correlation in

Beaker1 and Beaker2 (Table 3). This means that the

gripper was loosened when the force feedback changed

significantly because the user had not increased the grasping

force sufficiently. However, no significant relationship

was observed for Beaker3 which had a large change of

force.

The magnitude of the grasping force before the beaker

tilts can also affect the change in grasping force. There

was no difference in force before tilting, depending on

the beaker type (p > 0.1). The correlation over all the cases

was a negative value, which indicated that the greater the

Table 3. Analysis of factors affecting the grasping force when
the object is tilting

Mean±SD
Correlation 

coefficient

The increased normal force

Beaker1 0.56±0.29 -0.251

Beaker2 1.02±0.54 -0.223

Beaker3 2.33±0.34 0.098

The grasping force before tilt

Beaker1 3.84±1.84 -0.184

Beaker2 3.38±1.33

Beaker3 4.63±1.96

The increased value of normal force and the grasping force before tilt

are identified as major factors and analyzed for each beaker.
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grasping force before the beaker tilted, the looser the

gripper because the user could not properly increase the

grasping force.

G4, which showed a complicated change, occurred seven

times but these cases were frequent when the grasping

force before tilting was less than 2 N.

c) Force types to hold the tilted object: The maintain

state was defined as when tilted angle changed less than

5°, and we analyzed 61 data items in which the angle was

maintained for a sufficient time (mean=4.12 seconds).

Although the range of normal force was distinct to the

beaker type, the grasping force to maintain the tilted

angle was similar regardless of the type, 4.87±1.67 N

(p > 0.5). In other words, the users tightened the gripper

until the force feedback reached a certain value that they

considered as suitable to maintain the grasped object. In

two exceptional cases, a force over 8 N was used in the

initial maintain state, but after a few seconds, the force

decreased to within the average range. In addition, there

were three cases where the gripper was tightened but the

grasping force was not more than 1 N.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present a virtual grasping interface scheme applied

to a gripper haptic device. To provide engaging visual

feedback, we constructed a whole hand model with a

skeleton as an avatar of the user’s hand and proposed the

hand rigging algorithm by defining the dependencies

among the joints with the user’s input controls on the

thumb tip and index fingertip via the gripper. Depending

on the shape of the object in contact, we developed

heuristics of plausible finger resting so that the avatar

reasonably holds the object by avoiding interpenetration

as well as positioning all five fingers in a comfortable mode.

Based on the proposed whole hand model, in order to

provide haptic feedback to the user holding the virtual

object of some weights, we analyzed virtual force acting on

the user’s fingers when in contact as well as manipulating

(i.e., moving and titling while holding) the object and

formulated a pendulum-based force model that includes

the main factors influencing grasping force. Different

shapes of the object and the grip locations are considered

for the experiment with a power grip.

In our analysis of the grasp type, defined based on the

contact points and grasp location, we found that the

number of fingers used for grasp was increased for the

convex surface of an object. We also found that at certain

contact points, the occurrence of contact has a significant

relationship to the surface of the object. Although our

experiment dealt with only cylindrical or spherical

objects, we simulated that the object can be filled with

liquid and can be emptied gradually by the user’s tilting

action so that the interaction derived the condition for

voluntary adjustment on the haptic sensation. We also

found that users responded to the immediate force

feedback using a certain grasping force within a few

hundred milliseconds. We also identified the types that

react to changes in force feedback to properly control the

gap between the fingers although the condition for grasp

failure was not given, as well as the range of grasping

force used to maintain grip conditions. 

There is much room for exploration in the proposed

scheme. We believe that the results from the proposed

work can provide guidelines for further studies for

developing a natural gripping force when configuring a

virtual environment where the force feedback on the

finger changes and further experiments can be conducted

to determine the effect of grasping force changes on

object manipulation and immersion.

Fig. 9. Each case in the grasping force variation types during the tilt state.
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